The plasmon dispersion is inherently related to the continuum of electron-hole pair excitations. Therefore, the comparison of this continuum, as derived from band structure calculations, with experimental data of plasmon dispersion, can yield direct information about the form of the occupied as well as the unoccupied band structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level. The relevance of this statement is illustrated by a detailed analysis of plasmon dispersions in quasi-one-dimensional systems combining experimental electron energy loss spectroscopy with quantitative density-functional theory (DFT) calculations. Si(557)-Au and Si(335)-Au with single atomic chains per terrace are compared with the Si(775)-Au system, which has a double Au chain on each terrace. We demonstrate that both hybridization between Si surface states and the Au chains as well as electronic correlations lead to increasing deviations from the nearly free electron picture that is suggested by a too simple interpretation of data of angular resolved photoemission (ARPES) of these systems, particularly for the double chain system. These deviations are consistently predicted by the DFT calculations. Thus also dimensional crossover can be explained.
I. INTRODUCTION
One-dimensional (1D) electronic systems have highly attractive properties such as quantization of conductance, extremes of electronic correlation manifested by spin-charge separation, charge and spin density waves [1, 2] , triplet superconductivity, and Luttinger liquid behavior [3] [4] [5] . Due to their inherent instability, however, structural embedding and understanding of the coupling to other dimensions is of supreme importance. Indeed, many 1D properties can still be observed in these quasi-1D systems [6] [7] [8] [9] . In addition, these systems host a variety of instabilities with a wealth of associated phase transitions [10] . On the other hand, the excitation spectra of these systems and their dynamics are still largely unexplored, which is particularly true for collectively excited plasmonic states.
Apart from these fundamental aspects, plasmons play an important role, e.g., in sensor technology [11] , improvement of quantum efficiency in photovoltaic devices [12] , and even in cancer research [13] . A new field of plasmon research has been opened recently by collective excitations of low-dimensional electron gases, called sheet plasmons [14, 15] , which have wavelengths that are typically three orders of magnitude shorter compared to photons of the same frequency. Thus THz plasmonics on the scale of a few nanometers becomes feasible.
One-dimensional (1D) metallic wires and their plasmonic excitations would be ideal for directed energy transport at the nanoscale, since quasilinear dispersion is predicted, at least in the long wavelength limit [16] , for these 1D plasmons. Such dispersions have indeed been found for regular arrays of atomic * pfnuer@fkp.uni-hannover.de wires on insulating substrates [17] [18] [19] . Moreover, confinement effects in these metallic subunits on the surface leads to the formation of intersubband excitations [18] [19] [20] .
Before such visions can be realized, several fundamental properties of these quasi-1D plasmons need to be clarified. These include the question of dimensional crossover, i.e., to what extent 1D properties are directly influenced and modified by their two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) environment, but also the correct treatment of manybody effects, electronic correlations, and Coulomb screening [21] [22] [23] . These open topics led to a partly unsatisfactory description of experimental results in the past [17, 18, 24] .
For addressing such fundamental aspects for 1D and 2D systems, growth of various metals in the submonolayer regime on semiconducting surfaces provides a superb approach. The adsorbate induced band structure is generally electronically decoupled from the bulk bands of the host material. In particular, Au chains on regularly stepped Si(111) vicinal surfaces offer a unique opportunity to modify physical properties in a controlled fashion, not provided by other atomic wire systems [25, 26] . Depending on coverage and vicinality, the widths of the Au chains and their interwire spacing can be tuned, while in their electronic band structures similar features are present that can be assigned to specific structural motifs. As an example, Si(553) and Si(775)-Au host double Au chains in the center of the terrace (see Fig. 1 ) [26, 27] . The Au chains as well as their local Si environment dimerize, yielding the observed ×2 periodicity. However, the extent of the Au dimerization, which plays a crucial role in the electronic band structure, is still not clear. The interwire spacing is 14.8Å for Si(553) and 21.3Å for Si(775) [7, 25, 28] . For double Au chains, nominal coverages of 0.48 ML on Si(553) and of 0.32 ML on Si(775) result. The (335) and (557)-oriented Si-Au systems, on the other hand, seem to form Au wires with only a single atomic Au chain on each terrace [25, 29] , as shown in Fig. 2 . The origin of this remarkable difference can only be due to the different type of step edge, which (formally) exhibits two dangling bonds per step edge atom compared to only one on the Si(553)-Au and Si(775)-Au surfaces. Common to all these structures is a Si-honeycomb chain located at the step edges [7, 25, 28] .
In fact, these systems form locally the narrowest possible 1D objects that can be realized, namely chains that are one or two atoms wide. Yet, from recent experimental investigations of Si(553)-Au and Si(775)-Au it has become obvious that a scenario of extreme anisotropy and confinement of an electronic system that is coupled in 2D and 3D is more appropriate [30] . While plasmon dispersions turned out to be purely 1D [30] [31] [32] , a clear dependence of slopes on terrace widths and structural motif of the gold chains was found, taken as indications of dimensional crossover. The plasmonic coupling between the wires in the ordered arrays, which is another aspect of dimensional crossover, however, turned out to act as a correction [30] , as predicted by quasi-1D theory [33, 34] .
As is well known theoretically [32, 34] , the plasmon dispersion is also closely related with the continuum of electron-hole pair excitations, which has a particularly simple form in 1D. It is positioned just above this continuum and merges into the upper edge of this continuum for short wavelengths [34] . The exact location of the plasmon dispersion is corrected by the form of the confining potential that defines the lateral distribution of the electron density and, thus, the Coulomb self-interaction of the system. The coupling strength inside one wire as well as the interaction between adjacent wires shifts the dispersion towards 2D behavior in the long wavelength limit [32] . These general properties are robust against deviations from a nearly free electron gas behavior [34] . Thus plasmon dispersion contains information about the single particle electron-hole (e-h) excitation spectrum that can be used for cross checks of calculated band structures, as we show in the following.
According to angular resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements [25, 28, 35] , the Si(hhk)-Au systems are characterized by one or two-the number depends on the number of gold chains per terrace-parabolic electronic bands that cross the Fermi level. These bands are mostly located in the band gap of Si and make the systems metallic. They only disperse along the chain direction k , and have their minima at the zone boundary (because of ×2 periodicities along the steps). Thus, also the (equilibrium) electron density available for plasmonic excitations is well known. These data for the occupied electronic states, however, contrast remarkably with all published calculated band structures for these systems [29, 35] . (Experimentally, only in the Si(553)-Au system a small gap has been seen [28] .) In particular for the systems with double Au chains, they predict band gap openings of up to 0.2 eV for the metallic bands mentioned due to hybridization with an electronic state of the Si honeycomb chains just below the Fermi level. While all systems are predicted to remain still metallic, only one band is now crossing the Fermi level due to this hybridization. In fact, as we will show below, the measured plasmon dispersions can in most cases not be reconciled with a confined nearly free electron gas (CNFEG) picture.
In this paper we calculate the electronic band structures for selected Si(hhk)-Au systems within the density functional theory, concentrating on single gold chains on Si(335) and Si(557), double chains on Si(775), and comparing them with the measured plasmon dispersions. We will thus be able to discriminate between the dominant plasmon excitation mechanism (electron or hole plasma) and, taking the occupied calculated band structure, to predict the form of the unoccupied part and vice versa. Thereby we demonstrate how structural features are related to particular electronic states. Furthermore, we discuss the mechanism of plasmon formation, in particular the relevance of electronic localization and hybridization for plasmon formation.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Experimental setup
All experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber operating at a base pressure of 5 × 10 −11 mbar. It hosts a high resolution spot profile analysis-low energy electron diffractometer (SPA-LEED) to investigate and control the sample quality, and a combination of an electron energy loss spectrometer with a LEED diffractometer providing high resolution both in energy and momentum [36] in order to determine plasmon dispersion relations. The overall sample quality was checked by a SPA-LEED. The vicinal Si-substrates (ρ ≈ 0.01 -cm, n type) were annealed at 1250
• C for a few seconds followed by rapid cool down. The appropriate coverages were evaporated from a gold pearl on a tungsten filament by direct current heating at a substrate temperature of 630
• C. The coverage has been controlled and calibrated by quartz microbalances placed at the position of the samples [37] . After Au deposition the samples were quickly annealed to 930
• C for <1 s, followed by instantaneous cooling to room temperature. The loss measurements were carried out directly after this post-annealing step in order to avoid any influence of residual gas on surface and electronic structure.
The fitting routines for the EEL spectra are explained in detail elsewhere [38] .
B. Calculations
The Au nanowires on the Si(111) vicinal surfaces are modeled within the density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [39, 40] . Thereby we perform total-energy calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) [41, 42] and within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formulation [43, 44] . Projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials [45, 46] with projectors up to l = 1 for H, l = 2 for Si, and l = 3 for Au are used. A number of 1 (1s 1 ), 4 (3s 2 3p 2 ), and 11 (5d 10 6s 1 ) valence electrons are employed for the simulation of H, Si, and Au atoms, respectively.
The electronic wave functions are expanded into plane waves up to an energy cutoff of 450 eV. The Monkhorst-Pack [47] k-point mesh used to perform the integration in the Brillouin zone is indicated in Table I . The silicon surfaces are 
III. RESULTS
A possible approach to 1D plasmonic properties starts from a 2D quasi-free-electron gas that is confined to a wire of finite width by an appropriate potential. Within this model, following Ref. [32] , the plasmon dispersion for a single isolated wire can be expressed as a function of the upper and lower boundary of the electron-hole continuum of excitations ω + and ω − , respectively. For a nearly free electron gas, the values of ω + and ω − can be explicitly given as ω ± =h(k 2 /2 ± k k F )/m . The plasmon dispersion is then given as
is the Fourier transform of the confining potential, G(k) is the local field correction factor due to electronic correlations, and g s is the spin degeneracy (1 or 2). This formula, which is not limited to a NFEG, shows the intimate relationship between the continuum of e-h excitations and the plasmon dispersion. The latter turns out to be always located above the e-h continuum, and merges into ω + in the large k limit.
This model yields to lowest order in k a dispersion linear in k , contrary to a 2D electron gas. As one sees from Eq. (1), the dispersion depends not only on electron density (via k F ) and effective masses, but also explicitly on the form of the confining potential, and on electronic correlations. While for simple forms of the confining potentials, e.g., square well or harmonic potential, analytic expressions can be given, this is not possible for the coupling between wires, but an approximate description of coupling, valid in the limit of small k [16, 33, 34] , exists. This approximation together with an empirical parametrization was used in order to describe the experimentally found terrace width dependence in the systems Si(553)-Au and Si(775)-Au [30] . As shown in Ref. [32] , the form of confining potentials and coupling between wires modify the plasmon dispersion curve mostly at small k .
Sample EEL spectra of plasmon dispersion are shown in Fig. 3 for the case of the Si(335)-Au system at a coverage of 0.27 ML, which corresponds to formation of single Au chains per terrace. As shown there, dispersing loss peaks are seen only in the direction parallel to the steps. Only a structureless, nearly exponential decay of intensity can be identified in direction normal to the steps close to k = 0, which quickly dies out at larger k. This exponentially decaying intensity, seen in all loss spectra parallel to the steps, known as Drude tail, is characteristic for the continuum of electronic excitations in a metallic system, i.e., it gives evidence for 1D metallicity of this system. Peak positions of plasmon losses were determined using a fitting routine including subtraction of the Drude tail. Further details can be found in Ref. [38] .
A. Plasmons in system with single atomic chains: Si(335)-Au and Si(557)-Au
The measured plasmon dispersion is plotted for the Si(335)-Au system in the top part of Fig. 4 . As shown by the full line, which represents a fit with our empirical model [30] , the system can be described by a confined NFEG model of coupled wires, assuming confinement of the wire in a parabolic potential with a width of the (plasmonic) ground state of 4Å perpendicular to the wires. Although this model gives a satisfactory fit to the experimental data, it cannot be correct, since the plasmon dispersion fully crosses the e-h continuum derived with the same parameters as those used for the plasmonic fit. The same situation arises when we apply the NFEG model to the Si(775)-Au system [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Here the plasmon dispersion not only crosses the e-h-pair continuum, its position is mostly below the continuum excitations. This position of the e-h continuum relative to the plasmon dispersion curve cannot be correct, since it should lead to strong damping of the plasmon Contrary to the general requirements, the plasmon dispersion curves completely cross the e-h continuum for all systems except Si(557)-Au. In the inset, the experimental conditions are specified: Energy of primary beam (in eV), surface temperatures LT = 100 K, RT = 300 K. Lines: Semiempirical fits with model of coupled wires from Ref. [30] .
inside the e-h continuum and to imaginary solutions, if the plasmon is below the e-h continuum. Only for Si(557)-Au the plasmon dispersion curve only slightly immerses into the e-h continuum at high k . This overlap of e-h continuum with the measured plasmon dispersion, however, is barely outside the scatter of the experimental data so that here a description with the NFEG model may be possible, which was in fact used in FIG. 5 . Band structure (black lines) along the wires calculated without SO interaction according to the model proposed in Ref. [25] and shown in Fig. 2(b) for the Si(557)-Au system. Green balls show the dispersion of ω + , as calculated with the assumption that excitations of the dashed red band to E F correspond to ω − . Triangles: Same, but for dominant hole excitations (for details, see text).
the past [32] . However, as the analysis described below reveals, this coincidence between the excitation spectrum derived from band structure calculations and the NFEG model seems to be accidental and limited to this system.
Although the photoemission data for the systems under investigation here [25] suggest that the Au-induced bands in the band gap of Si are free-electron-like, atomistic calculations using the geometries extrapolated by STM consistently show [29] that in none of these systems a free-electron-like behavior should be expected: In all three systems there is strong hybridization of the Au-induced band(s) with a Si surface state originating from the Si honeycomb chain close to step edges. As a consequence, band gaps of 0.1 to 0.2 eV open, which have been also observed in experimental studies [28, 35] .
As a starting point of our investigation, we analyze the plasmon dispersion of the Si(557)-Au system represented in Fig. 2(b) . The system features a single, nondimerized Au chain. The ×2 periodicity is due to the presence of an adatom row between step edge and Au chain. The calculated band structure is shown in Fig. 5 after full relaxation of all surface atoms. Due to the interaction of the Si honeycomb chain with the Au states it shows a series of small electronic gaps with almost flat bands, particularly in the unoccupied part of the band structure. A single band crossing the Fermi level can be seen, which has indeed a high DOS close to the Au chains. Only a single band is expected since the chain is only of single atomic width. This makes the system particularly simple and well suited for this initial analysis.
Having assigned a characteristic of the electronic bands to this structural feature, we are now able to determine ω + and ω − in the vicinity of the Fermi level. For electronic excitations, zero energy corresponds to the Fermi energy. In order to make the comparison more direct, and to also test the predictive power of plasmon spectroscopy, we calculate ω + . For this purpose, we solved Eq. (1) for ω + . The values for ω − were taken from the calculated band structure shown in Fig. 5 . For ω p we take the average values of the experimentally determined plasmon dispersion curve at each k point. Furthermore, we assume a Gaussian distribution of the electrons in the system with a FWHM of 3.3Å, corresponding to a single atomic wire. This width corresponds to a parabolic confinement with ground state width of 1.4Å or, approximately, to a square-well confinement of 6.6Å. These parameters determine A(k ). As tested, the results depend very little on the exact wire width. Even changes of the form of the confining potential to a square potential yields a correction that amounts to a maximum change of slope of 10% at most at small k , in agreement with Ref. [32] .
Due to the presence of the electronic gaps, the identification of ω − is not trivial. For this reason we proceed with two different procedures. First, the leftmost occupied band in the picture (red dashed curve) describing a quasi-free-electron situation, is used for the definition of ω − . In this case, the system features an effective mass of m = 0.23 m e . The Coulomb matrix element v c (k) is now calculated with a periodicity of d = 19.2Å and w = 3.3Å. The resulting values for ω + are plotted by green circles in Fig. 5 .
As a second step, a hole approach takes into account the negative curvature of the lowest unoccupied band, and we assume as ω − the excitation from the Fermi level into this unoccupied band. Here an effective mass of m = 0.5 m e was obtained, and v c (k) has the same magnitude as in the previous approximation. The resulting ω + is shown in Fig. 5 by the blue triangles. As can be seen by comparison of both data sets for ω + . There is only a small deviation between them for low excitation energies, which means that there is little sensitivity to the actual choice of ω − in this case.
For both approaches the dispersion of the upper edge of the single particle excitation spectrum ω + again resembles that of a quasi-free-electron gas. Compared with the calculated band structure, it approaches very closely the topmost unoccupied parabolic band at energies above 0.45 eV, but ω + turns out to be insensitive to all small band gaps below this energy-it effectively integrates over them. From these results it seems that ω + is dominated by the highest possible excitations at a given k if there are unoccupied bands available with high real parts.
Within the band gaps of the unoccupied band structure, however, there are several mechanisms that can make these gaps not visible. We limit our considerations to weak hybridizations and small band gaps. Since the band gaps under consideration here are fundamental gaps, k-space resolution plays no role. Energy resolution, on the other hand, was much better than the size of the calculated band gaps.
The first mechanism is lifetime broadening. As an upper limit, the plasmonic lifetime is limited by the average length of Au wires and annihilation there. With an average length of 50 nm and a typical group velocity determined from the dispersion one gets energy broadening E 20 meV, i.e., this broadening mechanism will not be dominating unless further defects shorten the lifetime significantly.
Second, there is effective integration, since any electronhole pair with the correct pair of E and k that fits into values of the band gap of the single electron band structure can be excited, thus effectively integrating over these band gaps. This is what ω + indicates, and there is no contradiction to the single electron band structure, therefore. Since there are more complicated excitations involved in the latter case, there should be differences in excitation probabilities for both scenarios, which, however, are hard to detect and have not been investigated systematically here.
Third, there can be a true plasmonic effect in the sense that a plasmon as a collective excitation cannot be formed by strongly localized electrons or by electronic hybrids that localize electrons. In other words, such a hybridization is "ignored" by plasmonic excitations, i.e., only the projection of a wave function on the nonhybridized delocalized contributions is responsible for plasmonic excitations.
Concluding the investigation on the Si(557)-Au system, the plasmon and the corresponding upper edge of the single particle excitation spectrum turns out to be mostly sensitive to those parts of the unoccupied band structure that contain large contributions of quasi-free-electron excitations. The small band gaps due to hybridization of Au states with Si derived surface states, are not visible to our plasmon spectroscopy. Since the lowest excitations are due to a single band, k F and ω − can be determined with acceptable precision from the calculations, and the exact choice of the ω − state is not very crucial. This will be different for multiple crossing of the Fermi level with corresponding larger ambiguities, but already the Si(557)-Au system clearly shows the limits of simple modified quasi-free-electron theories.
As a next step, we analyze the plasmon dispersion of Si(335)-Au at 0.27 ML coverage shown in Fig. 2(a) using the same scheme as above and the band structure calculated with DFT. This system is even simpler, since there is no Si adatom row involved and it contains, as already mentioned, again a single Au chain per terrace. Also in this system there is significant interaction of the Au chains with their adjacent Si chains, which causes clear deviations from the NFEG picture in the occupied band structure, in particular also for the Au-induced band that crosses the Fermi level. The ×2 periodicity along the terraces is mainly induced by the strong buckling of the step edge atoms, which however, yield a pair of only weakly dispersing bonding/antibonding bands. The latter still slightly hybridizes with the Au-induced band at about 0.3 eV above E F [29] , forming very narrow band gaps below 0.1 eV. The flat band crossing the Au bands is due to electronic states originating from the step edge atoms. In striking contrast to the closely related Si(557)-Au structure, however, the step edge atoms of the Si(335)-Au system feature strong buckling. In order to test the influence of the buckling on the electronic structure, we performed band structure calculations for structures with a buckling of different magnitude. The latter is quantified by the height difference between the step edge atoms. The buckling corresponding to the DFT-GGA equilibrium structure amounts to z = 0.817Å.
The results of the calculations are displayed in Fig. 6 . The flat band related to the step edge atoms shifts upwards in energy roughly linearly with the magnitude of the buckling. Thereby the rest of the band structure is not strongly affected. As the step edge state comes closer to the crossing point of the Au bands, a small band gap is created. The calculations show again that this band gap is not an artifact of the numeric approach, and is due to the interaction of the Au states with the step edge states.
Our analysis of the upper edge of the e-h continuum ω + proceeds similarly to the Si(557)-Au system described above. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . It yields an unoccupied Au-induced band that exhibits an almost linear dispersion. As Fig. 7 shows, this result is in good agreement with the calculated band structure, if hybridization with the step edge atoms and the corresponding formation of small band gaps, similar to the situation on Si(557), is ignored. The reasons are the same as those discussed for Si(557)-Au and will not be repeated here.
These calculated bands also show that the almost linearly dispersing bands are the reason for the deviations from an effective NFEG model. Correspondingly, the assumption of a NFEG for calculations of the e-h continuum will lead to a dispersion, particularly of the upper edge, that is too high. On the contrary, the linearization of the band structure indicates a higher degree of electronic correlation than in the Si(557)-Au system that exists on significantly wider terraces.
B. Double atomic chains: Si(775)-Au
The plasmons in the double chain system Si(775)-Au are particularly interesting. From previous photoemission data [25] it was not totally clear whether the system is indeed metallic, since the two parabolic bands do not seem to cross the Fermi level, but to hybridize with a Si surface band just below the Fermi level. From our EELS measurements, which also sees the characteristic Drude tail, similar to that shown in Fig. 3 for Si(335)-Au, and the clear dispersion, shown in Fig. 4 , it is obvious that the system is metallic.
As is also very clear from this figure, there is only one characteristic energy loss that can be assigned to a plasmon loss. Since there is no indication of a second plasmonic loss, this finding indicates that there is only one band crossing the Fermi level. However, according to very recent calculations with DFT [50] , the situation seems to be somewhat more complicated, since magnetic order in the system was found. The stabilization energy of about 0.1 eV per (1 × 2) unit cell, however, is so small that the system will be magnetically disordered at room temperature, where our experiments were carried out. Therefore, only the comparison with the spinaveraged band structure is meaningful.
These calculations reveal that, similar to the case of the Si(335)-Au system, the electronic structure of the Si(775)-Au system is strongly dependent on the structural features. Both the quasiparabolic Au-induced Rashba-split S 1,2 and the S 3 bands strongly hybridize with the Si surface states localized preferentially at the honeycomb chain and at the restatoms (see Fig. 8 ). This hybridization leads to band gap opening in the occupied states and to the result that the S 3 Au-induced band hybridizes with the honeycomb chain in the middle of the BZ around −0.4 eV, whereas S 1,2 mixes at slightly higher energy with this state close to the BZ boundary and forms a very small band gap. In particular, we find a correlation between the Au dimerization and the electronic band gap. The dimerization shifts the Au related bands upwards opening a band gap. Second, this hybridization between Au and Si structural elements leads to several weakly dispersing bands also in the unoccupied band structure, which can clearly be identified as those localized at the adatom and restatom Si chains, respectively. These hybridizations and the deviations from free electron gas behavior associated with them are the main reason for the inconsistencies using the NFEG model for the description of the e-h continuum and the associated plasmon.
With these assignments the crossing relevant for the observed plasmon loss can only be that at k F = 0.365Å −1 . It is also the location where one of the quasiparabolic Au induced bands should cross. The other crossings may be relevant for further plasmonic excitations, which, due to the small dispersion of the adjacent bands, should have a much lower energy and are not observable in our experiment.
For the present study we again calculated ω + from the experimental plasmon dispersion shown in Fig. 4 , using the calculated nearly parabolic band close to the BZ as ω − (and neglecting the small band gap at the BZ boundary). We calculated an effective mass m * = 0.08 m e . V (k) was derived numerically for a Gaussian periodic distribution of electron density with a width of 6.6Å and a wire separation of 21.7Å, which corresponds to the average terrace width. k F mentioned above was used as zero momentum. Due to the small effective mass and the correspondingly large A(k), ω + is almost completely determined by the experimental plasmon dispersion, indicated by blue symbols in Fig. 8 . It levels off close to 0.5 eV and thus clearly deviates from the NFEG expectations.
Comparing again with the calculated band structure, this upper edge of the e-h-continuum determined from Eq. (1) runs through two band gaps caused by the hybridization described above, but levels off at the lower boundary of the large band gap between the two uppermost bands shown in Fig. 8 . This behavior is qualitatively similar to the Si(557)-Au system described above, including the tangential approach to the unoccupied band structure in those parts where the group velocities are comparable. Remarkably, those nearly horizontal bands only serve as sampling points and have no further direct influence on ω + .
Interestingly, the topmost band gap is not crossed, indicating that this gap is likely to interrupt the e-h continuum. While there is some uncertainty in the exact location of unoccupied bands as calculated by DFT with (semi-)local potentials, we want to mention that almost quantitative agreement between experiment and simulation for the unoccupied band structure was obtained using Heydt-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functionals for the calculations. However, in order to be consistent with the other data, we only show calculations with PBE functionals.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was intended to explore the informational content of plasmon spectroscopy with respect to occupied and unoccupied parts of the quasi-1D band structure. In particular with respect to the unoccupied band structure valuable new information can be obtained as demonstrated by the selected examples.
In case of "simple" band structures, where only one band crosses the Fermi level, the unoccupied band can be determined directly by our approach of plasmon spectroscopy, as shown for the cases of Si(557)-Au and Si(335)-Au. Deviations from the NFEG model can clearly be identified. They turn out to be small for the case of Si(557)-Au, although hybridizations with the Si surface states are still detectable in the simulated results. They are more significant on the smaller terraces of the Si(335) surface and lead to effective linearization of the unoccupied band structure.
Hybridizations of strongly dispersing electronic bands with more localized states, leading to small band gaps, are effectively integrated out, since the plasmon is related to the upper edge of the e-h continuum, as seen in all examples shown here. The plasmon dispersion (and that of ω + ) seems to be strongly determined by matching group velocities between plasmon ω + and the unoccupied band structure. This means that flat bands contribute little to the plasmon excitation. Large band gaps, on the other hand, which limit the e-h-continuum, are also visible as limits of plasmon frequency.
As a side remark, we mention that there can be more than one plasmon, if more than one band crosses the Fermi level. Indeed, multiple band crossings of E F exist for Si(775)-Au and it is not easy to single out the precise contribution of each of these bands because of multiple hybridizations. Nevertheless, most of the associated plasmons are expected to be so low in energy that we cannot observe them with our experimental resolution, touching one of the limitations of this method.
Conclusions about the occupied band structure are more indirect than for the unoccupied part, and mainly concern hybridizations and band crossings of the Fermi level. However, they affect the excitation spectrum of e-h pairs, and thus may turn out to be relevant. For example, only when taking hybridization into account do we expect a single plasmon for Si(775)-Au in the energy range observed in our experiments.
Summarizing, plasmon spectroscopy in such lowdimensional systems turns out to be a valuable supplementary tool in order probe the unoccupied band structure in particular. Although the bands investigated here exhibit only 1D dispersion, our investigations also show that there is strong 2D coupling, which can be considered as crossover between 1D and 2D and gives this term a deeper meaning.
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